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salt tectonics, sediments and prospectivity: an introduction
salt tectonics, sediments and prospectivity: an introduction stuart g. archer1*, g. ian alsop1,
adrian j. hartley1, neil t. grant2 & richard hodgkinson3 1geology and petroleum geology, school
of
gulf of mexico salt tectonics - gomsalt
gulf of mexico salt tectonics evolution of salt-sediment systems gulf of mexico salt tectonics in
general, by simply downbuilding sediments into salt in the way described in the modeling, the
whole system evolves in a very easy and predictable way. hopefully this evolutionary
visualization will be of use
salt tectonics, sediments and prospectivity - gbv
salt in passive margin settings mohriak, w. u., szatmari, p. & anjos, s. salt: geology and
tectonics of selected brazilian basins in 131 their global context davison, i., anderson, l. &
nuttall, p. salt deposition, loading and gravity drainage in the campos 159 and santos salt
basins
salt tectonics, sediments and prospectivity
gsl-sepm conference - salt tectonics, sedimentation, and prospectivity. january 20-22, 2010.
burlington house, london, uk 1 salt tectonics, sediments and prospectivity a research
conference sponsored by the petroleum group of the geological society of london and sepm
society for sedimentary geology 20-22 january 2010 burlington house, london, uk
salt tectonics, sediments and prospectivity, edited by g.i
salt tectonics, sediments and prospectivity, edited by g.i. alsop, s.g. archer, a.j. hartley, n.t.
grant & r. hodgkinson, 2012. geological society, london, salt movement, the configuration of
sedimentary patterns and the internal complexity of salt structures. those who are not trained
in modern salt tectonics. such a condensed overview
salt tectonics driven by differential sediment loading
salt tectonics in sedimentary basins is a global phenomena (e.g., jackson & talbot, 1991).
evaporitic rocks are much weaker than most other sedimentary rocks, and this property allows
salt to become
salt tectonics driven by sediment progradation: part i
layer is thick, if the overburden is denser than the salt, or if the distal sediments are thick.
conversely, spread- salt tectonics driven by sediment progradation: part i—mechanics and
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salt tectonics and its effect on sediment structure and
*reprinted with permission from “salt tectonics and its effects on sediment structure 1990), a
result of a great wedge of sediments mobilizing buried salt to ascend through the sediment
column. the region of interest, the texas slope, is also affected by mobile
salt interpretation validated by salt tectonic study in
tectonics, have helped image steep salt flanks and sub-salt structures. however, the complex
geometry of salt bodies still present challenges to depth imaging. how to delineate the salt
bodies and assess its relationship to the surrounding sediments is what the salt model building
and depth image team are facing routinely.
salt-sediment interactions and - gcssepm home
evolution of our knowledge of salt tectonics is too long. concepts evolve and change. salt
moves. to everyone who responded to an e-mail compensation for the weight of the salt and
sediments and assumed water loading above the sediments to the level of the prograding
shelf.
seismic imaging in and around salt bodies - ion geophysical
seismic imaging in and around salt bodies ian f. jones1 and ian davison2 abstract flank
sediments. this can distort the final image be-cause we would then be using inappropriate
veloc- all salt velocity variation is captured in the migration velocity model.
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